Edging up
Short takes on emerging industry issues –
from topical compounds to responsive design technology

Topical compounds: amazing promises,
high costs and unimpressive results
Are we in Oz?
BY PAU L PEAK , P HARM D
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FMLA and samesex marriage
legislative update
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Director, National Technical Compliance,
Disability, Sedgwick
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based tools that provide Sedgwick’s

Sedgwick introduces
the next generation
of viaOne® express
BY JAR R O D M AG A N
VP, Client Technology Services, Sedgwick

Sedgwick is proud to announce the
release of the next dynamic version of
viaOne express. The latest generation
includes responsive design technology
and a new document upload feature.
The new version of viaOne express
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All viaOne express users will be
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ADDITION A L RE SOUR CES
Workers’ compensation drug trends
report 2015
http://www.helioscomp.com/docs/
default-source/Drug-Trend-Report-Files/
dtr-2015-33015-single.pdf?sfvrsn=2
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Enhanced search widgets
that provide quick access to top
level search results

functionality simplifies the submission

CBS News - Feds open investigations into
compounding pharmacies
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/fedsopen-investigations-into-compoundingpharmacies
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of required documentation and offers
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